


Who we are, 
and why

Ukraine needs our help. In February 2022, to the 
horror of the whole world, Russia launched a 
brutal war of aggression against Ukraine. Much to 
Russia's surprise, their invasion did not take 
weeks as planned and still 15 months later 
Ukraine is fighting bravely and successfully against 
its occupiers. Ukraine is fighting not only for its 
country, but for all of Europe. Now is the time for 
us to do what we can to help them in their 
struggle. 

We have already organized 2 big fundraising 
events in Helsinki 2023. The first one at 
Ylioppilastalo 20.1.2023 and the second one at 
Finlandia Hall 22..9.2023.

For our project we do not have any administrative 
costs. Everyone that joins our events contribute 
100%. The support goes to Ukraine in full.

We work closely with the Ambassador Olga 
Dibrova and the Olena Zelenska foundation Pata Degerman

pata.degerman@ukrainaid.f

Stefan ”Liffe” Lindh

stefan.lindh@ukrainaid.fi



The new

TARGET
At the moment there are over 1200 children 
without parents in Ukraine. The target for the 
project is to finance and build a Foster home 
for 10 children. This first house will be a 
”model house” for more to come. We will do 
this in cooperation with the Olena Zelenska 
foundation

Olena Zelenska Foundation

https://zelenskafoundation.org/en


We are looking for donations to support our project to build a Foster Home for children in Ukraine.

We have riced money around 100.000 € now and the target is 350.000 €

If you are interested to support, here is the details.

We would be more than happy to tell you more, do not hesitate to contact us.

Organisation: Ukrainaid ry

Kotipaikka: Helsinki

Y-tunnus: 3375696-3

FI 6601 0010 8610 52

We work close with the Olena Zelenska foundation to which we are transferring the support to. In this way we can 
follow the project closely and we will report the progress to all donators.
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